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Personality, Culture, and Schooling 
In the technological society, we, educators have to focus on agenda of personal 
uniqueness and the way to guarantee individual needs which are heavily attacked 
by social needs today. Herbert Marcuse, one of the Frankfurt School, has delineated 
critically the main features of advanced industrial society; he says 
(in advanced industrial society) the technical apparatus of production and 
distribution (with an increasing sector of automation) functions, not as the 
sum-total of mere instruments which can be isolated from their social and 
political effects, but rather as a system which determines a priori the product 
of the apparatus as well as the operations of servicing and extending it. In this 
society, the productive apparatus tends to become totalitarian to the extent 
to which it determines not only the socially needed occupations, skils, and 
attitudes, but also individual needs and aspirations. It thus obliterates the 
opposition between the private and public existence, between individual and 
social needs. Technology serves to institute new, more effective, and more 
pleasant forms of social control and social cohesion...... In the medium of 
technology, culture, politics, and the economy merge into an omnipresent 
system which swallows up or repulses al alternatives. The productivity and 
growth potential of this system stabilize the society and contain technical 
progress within the framework of domination. Technological rationality has 
become political rationality. (1) 
The impact that technological rationality connected with political rationality 
brings on the educational phenomena is considerably enormous. We identify several 
paradoxes exhibited in the history and politics of education pararell to this impact 
in the United States. They are heavy expenditure combined with anti-intellectualism, 
local administration combined with national homogineity, and the belief that improve-
ment in education can remedy a variety of social ils and compensate for failures in 
other areas of social _ engineering. These paradoxes originally emerge from several 
battles to secure adequate public support and supervision of the common elementary 
school between 1820 and 1850 (pre-civil war period), which aimed at social cohesion 
and national control of educatio;_(2) Those b;ttles are specified as follows, according 
to Merle Curti who depends on the Parringtonian tradition. 
1. Deminishing sectarian influences in education and a class system of schools 
2. Attacking the dominant laissez-faire philosophy which.….still looked on edu-
cation as a private rather than a public matter 
3. Localism; the localism was the strong opposition force to the state control 
of public school..... local opposition did in part give way to the demand for 
state supervision of textbook, the qualifications of teachers, the length of 
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school term, and other educational standards.(3) 
Over one hundred years ago, the principle of state-systems of tax-supported and 
publicly controlled free elementary schools were established, but American popular 
education has failed to rid the country of intemperance, materialism, crime, pauperism, 
and the evils of the slum, in spite of sincere efforts of bureacratized educators. 
The transition of machine technology into automatic technology has changed the 
social conflict pattern between the rich and the poor, or elite and mass. Both of 
them stand on the same cultural transmission system in one dimensional society. 
This social conflict, if you would, might be called "hidden" or "indirect" one. 
Homogeneous and one dimensional cultural function bear its own human per-
sonalities, and several types of identification. In the field of education, after 1930s 
the problem of unsane personality and identity crisis caused by the rapid social change 
increasingly draw much attention. Before then the topics of personality were studied 
mainly by psychologist, however it is well to say that educator found it enough dif-
ficult problem to be solved only by psychologist. Step by step other researchers 
such as sociologist, anthropologist, and ethnologist took part in the study of per-
sonaijty from the point of child-in-cultures or child-in-multireality of society. Es-
pecially the research on interrelationships between education and anthropology set 
in motion with exploratory conversation with Margret Mead, David Baerreis, and 
John Whiting at the meeting of American Anthropological Association in Philadelphia 
in 1952. With the firm backing of many educators, anthropologists, and grand-in-aid 
of Carnegie Foundation, a planning group was established at Stanford University 
including the members of the School of Education and Department of Sociology 
and Anthropology faculties. And subsequent planning meetings were held at the 
University of Chicago, and at the American Anthropological Association meeting at 
Tucson in 1953. 
Through the above series of meetings, they recognized that it is very much 
important for reified schooling to be vitalized by introducing ideas of anthropology. 
The core of contribution of anthropology toward education is "in the attention 
to culture as a behavioral compulsive, as a perception-directing set of patterns, and 
in the attention to the variable forms these patterns take."(4) 
The contributions of cultural anthropologists to education have been both 
indirect and direct, providing a wider perspective for educational thinking and 
research and also offering the more specific findings and conceptions developed 
particularly in the study of culture and personality. These studies of culture 
and personality began with the Seminar on Impact of Culture on Personality in 
1930 at Yale, under the direction of the late Edward Sapir, professor of an-
thropology, assisted by John Dollard and a number of visiting lecturers, socio-
logists, psychiatrists, and anthropologists. In 1934 the Hanover Conference on 
Human Relations carried further these inquiries into the enculturation and 
socialization of the growing child.(5) 
Lawrence K. Frank points the various explorations and studies carried on in 
the'thirties; "education is a continuous process beginning at birth and operating 
with cumulative intensity as a child grows, develops, and learns to live ~
~ of his group traditions and to pa rt i c i pate ~ of 
which he is a member..….each child is an individual organism with al his inherited 
capacities: his personality therefore may be viewed as his individualized expre~ 
of these or~ as they have been shaped and patterned by his care, 
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nurture, arid education in a culture. More specifically…..each child develops and learns 
in his own individualized wav and contin叫 lv strives to maintain himself as an 
~ while living in his social. group."(6) (underline is not original) Between 
1930s and 1950s, interrelationships among personality, culture, and education in 
the rapidly changing society was the big theme to make it clear not only for Progres-
sive Educator but also for psychiatric and clinical psychological group and the socio-
logists and anthropologists. Above al, this period was one of the peaks of reexamining 
the role of schooling. 
…..it is becoming evident that education must recognize more clearly the 
problem of how the schools can contribute more effectively to the development 
of healthy personalities in children and youth, not viewed in terms of fitting 
the child into an existing set of institutions, as“a good social adiustment.” 
Rather. the schools are confronted with the subtle and comolicated task of 
helping children to grow up in a more or les dls()rci~e where 
almost al our institutions and practice are being rapidly altered and in some 
cases superseded by new s()rial inventions. This means educating children and 
youth as personalities who can achieve some degree of -
in their lives, despite the weakening of traditional beliefs and paU~_!_~ by 
which we have for so long been guided.…… we realize that we must become 
self-consciously aware of what has rarely been recognized by people, namely, 
that they live in a cultural world of their traditions, the maintenance and im-
provement of which become the responsibility, in greater or less measure, of 
every member of that group, who, as a personality, along with al other per-
sonalities, constitute the cultural group.(7) 
This newly recognized role of schooling in a disorderly social life is based 
on the ethic of social reconstruction through "individual reconstruction", or school 
as the agent of social reform in the history of progressive education. Such idea of 
schooling is also seen in the field of curriculum in 1950s. Smith, Stanley, and Shores 
articulated the relationships between school curriculum and personality in the follow-
ing passage. 
The preoccupation of the school with facts, information, and erudition makes 
it ineffective insofar as ~ of rules and conduct is concerned, 
for it leaves untouched the character which the individual imbibes from his 
culture. Current education succeeds only in covering the old personality with 
a veneer of new words and facts. The individual talks better, he is better in-
formed, but he is essentially what he would have been without the influence 
of the school.(8) 
Consequently, we can say that school has not succeeded in the development 
of healthy personalities in children and youth, despite the long history of public 
education. It is very much natural new social realities require newly shaped person. 
These person "must have social techniques and procedures appropriate to the pro-
blems and human relationships with which they must deal." Even today, this is 
true that schooling does not function effectively to adjust children to social needs 
harmonized with their personal needs. The failure of schooling, that is to say, mal-
adjustment of children to social environment is sometimes called as "our children 
are dying", or "school crisis". In the case of youth, this maladjustment problem is 
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described as "the missing function of adolescence" by a Polish sociologist, Zygmunt 
Bauman. In the first place, he refers to the phenomenon of the prolongation of 
adolescence: "the period between the attainment of sexual maturity and the moment 
when the maturity of the human individual is socially acknowledged, e.g., when ~旦：
~ is achieved constitutes an unbridged gap and this gap is getting broader 
and broader. It is called the period of'adolescence', and the individual in it are re-
ferred to as'adolescents'. In modern industrial societies the period of adlescence 
has become greatly prolonged and the speed with which this change has taken place, 
compared with the low rate of structural change and cultural adaptation typical of 
past centuries, has been so rapid, if measured by cultural-historical yardsticks, that 
our civilization, caught by surprise, has been unable to keep up with it and to provide 
cultural institutions, functionally relevant to the new social problem."(9) The broader 
gap between the physiological maturity and social maturity gives rise to not only 
tension and mental crises of youth but also conflicts which Bauman called "the missing 
function of adolescents." 
The moment when society begins to assign to young people a socially necessary 
role in the division of productive functions is progressively postponed. Thus 
the period during which young people participate in the redistribution of the 
social product without participating in production itself is becoming longer and 
longer. Participation in the redistribution of goods is accompanied by an em-
phasis on'rights'in the difinition of a social role, while participation in pro-
duction is associated with emphasis on'duty'. Hence it may be said that in the 
life of the individual the period when people enjoy to the ful the rights allo-
cated to them by society…,．， though stil having no duties attached to such 
rights, is becoming extremely prolonged. In this exceptional period,…… the 
norm of reciprocity of services…… is in abeyance.ClO) 
The period when youths are in abeyance of performing thefr duties should not be 
considered as the meaningless one. Bauman cites August Hollingshead's assertion. 
The period of adlescence is equal to'no-man's-land'in Hollington's terminology. 
'no-man's-land'which lies between "the protected dependency of childhood, where 
the parent is dominant, and the independent world of the adult, where the person 
is relatively free from parental controls," is a place "where the maturing person works 
out the extremely important developmental tasks of freeing himself from the family, 
making heterosexual adjustments, selecting a vocation, gaining an education and 
establishing a home of his own……’'（11) It is the big problem for ・. educator to 
try to fil this gap in the way how they can stand on their self-realizing process, 
not "simply reducing the transitory stage between childhood and adulthood to 
school-leaving examination, or delegating its responsibilities to amorphous and anony-
mous bodies such as student hostels." This is the time for educator to reexamine 
school such as only cooling-system isolated from labor market. 
Researches on public school system in the l 960s-l 970s 
In 1960s there emerged pretty many studies on school reform and curriculum 
reform against the traditional ideas of education. From 1964 onwards, school reform, 
fueled by the rising expectations of Blacks, and by the energies unleashed by the 
promises of the Great Society, was elevated to the status of a social panacea, a social 
panacea which uplift the disadvataged group without any major alteration in the 
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statusquo. Along with the campain for educational change which by and large aimed 
at social upward mobility, equal opportunity, new mathematics to catch up to automa-
tic technology, and effective teaching method within the unit of temps educatifs, the 
nature, quality, and social uses of the public school system have received much atten-
tion. D.J.S. Morris classifies three main lines of inquiry and exposition: (over half-
dozen of books added by present writer) 
1. studies by participant-observers, which attack the inadequancies of American 
teachers and pit the talented individ叫 againstthe system: 
* John Holt's How Children Fail (1964) 
* Johathan Kozol's Death at an Early Age (1967) 
* Herbert Kohl's 36 Children (1967) 
* James Herndon's The Way its to Be (1968) 
2. statistical investigation of the effects of schooling: 
* James S. Coleman et al., Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966) 
* Christopher Jencks et al., Inequality: A Reassessment of the Effect of Family 
and Schooling in America (1972) 
* Frederick Mosteller and Daniel Moynihan (ed.), On Eq叫 ityof Educational 
Opportunity (1972) (supplement: present writer) 
3. Bureaucratic Historiography which with varying emphases seeks to explain the 
failure of the school system by reference to its commitment to social control: 
* Tyack David (ed.), Turning Points in American Educational History (1967) 
(supplement) 
* Michael Katz's Class, Bureacracy, and Schools (197 I) 
* Joel H. Spring's The Rise of the Corporate State (1972) 
* Michael Katz (ed.) 
School Reform; Past and Present (1971) (supplement) 
* Marvin Lazerson 
Origin of Urban Schools: Public Education in Massachusetts (1971)(supplement) 
* Colin Greer 
The Great School Legend (1972) (supplement) 
* Tyack David 
The One Best System (I 974) (supplement) 
* Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis 
Schooling in Capitalist America (1976) (supplement)02) 
The works of Michael Katz and Joel H. Spring are the most general contribu-
tions to this genre which is working a Beardian revolution in the history of American 
education. They are called ~ To comment on their contribu-
tions toward the history of American education will be much useful in this paper 
along the line of the explanation of D.J.S. Morris. Apparently, there seemes to be 
no relation between revisionist historians and educational anthropologists, however 
the basic frame of reference of educational anthropologists is founded on anthro-
pologie historique and/or ethno-histoire. Revisionists are interested in reinter-
pretation of the history of American education from mid-nineteenth century to late 
nineteenth. They have focused on the ineterrelations of class, bureacracy, social order, 
and schools, by analyzing the enormous historical data of educational theory, state-
ments and statistics. Some revisionist historians suggest that bureaucracy has been 
an instrument of social control on the not entirely complementary grounds that 
its growth has been "congruent" with the spread of industrialism, and that in the 
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United States organization (like voluntary associations) play an especially important 
role as mediators between the individual and society. 
By 1900 urban school systems could be compared with the railways, the post 
office, and the urban machines as examples of complex bureaucratic growth. Studies 
by Tyack, Katz, and Rogers lay bare a bureaucratic pathology which has produced 
a growing separation of consumption from control (a vital issue during the 1960s)(13). 
In Class, Bureaucracy, and Schools, Michael Katz argues that as a mode of organiza-
tion "incipient bureaucracy" was not only bad in itself but also reflected a class 
and racial bias. By 1880, according to him, American education had become "uni-
versal, tax-supported, free, compulsory, bureaucratic, racist, and class-biased"; and 
it hasn't changed much since then. Schooling is seen as an imposition on the mass 
of Americans designed to keep them "orderly, moral, and tractable." In Education 
and the Rise of the Corporate State, Joel H. Spring argues that the expansion of the 
secondary education was linked to the rise of welfare capitalism and that the main 
socializing achievement of the schools has been to prepare their pupils to submit 
to a work discipline. The important job of the school, writes Spring, "was to build 
good industrial habits" (even Dewey talked of the need for "habits of promptness, 
order, and industry") This radical critique attributes to most (if not al) children 
an experience of forced acculturation similar to that which is supposed to have 
turned the children of immigrants into Americans. But unlike the conventional view 
of the socializing importance of the public school, derived from studies of immi-
grants adjustment, it is afflicted with ambivalence in endeavouring to reconcile the 
public school's powerful (even if negative) role in the past and its lack of positive re-
sults in the present, which in the case of New York has been described as "massive 
accomplishment" which it took "63,000 teachers, thousands more administrators, 
scholars, and social scientists and the expenditure of billions of dollars to a-
chieve" _(14) There is general agreement that public school's progress to a near mono-
poly of custodianship over the young has not been accompanied by a corresponding 
increase in its socializing power. Consequently, the socializing importance of the schools 
now evokes considerable scepticism, challenging the view that it has been "a great 
internal accelerator". In The Great School Legend, Colin Greer concludes that "local 
business, the local church and the local fraternal society, followed by the factory, 
the union, and the political machine, were agents of mobility and Americanization 
before the school."(15) This judgment may be as much a result of disappointed 
expectations as it is of detailed historical research but it conflicts with the important 
role ascribed to the public school by Katz, Spring, and other radical historians. 
It has long been customary in the United States to regard education as an 
instrumental means of producing greater school equality. However, public schooling 
cannot guarantee social mobility for a number of reasons; the opportunity costs of 
study might be too high, some children may be ill-equipped to benefit, or society 
may not put a high value on educational credentials. Here we have to distinguish 
~-~ and the extent to which the educational system contributes to 
social equality. The one of the main aims of school reform during the 1960s was 
to improve the school's capacity for ensuring eq叫 ityof opportunity. This was 
presented by the rational for integration and greatly increased federal financial support. 
The states would make an equivalent tax effort in each of their school districts, and 
the Supreme Court of California went so far as to apply the equal protection clause 
of the Fourteenth Amendment in support of greater within-state equality of expendi-
ture per child is unlikely to contribute much to greater eq叫 ityof educational 
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opportunity since school cannot bring litle influence on a child's achievement that 
is independent of his background and general social context. Equality of educational 
opportunity is not the same as equality of opportunity in the broader sense. Randall 
D. Weiss says that for Blacks the learning gap is often less than the subsequent 
earning gap, convincing many that education is "nothing but a whitey hang-up" 
- credentialism, in other words, does not work for Blacks.0 6) In addition cognitive 
skil and length of schooling seems to be only very much partially related to later 
financial and/or occupational success. If, as the authors of Inequality try to demonstrate, 
there is no very close connection between schooling and cognitive skil, or between 
cognitive skil and income, then it is possible to contend that education for social 
equality can be no more than an inadequate substitute for more effective measures 
of social reform. 
Over the last ten years, historical perspective on a century of increasing "rationali-
zation" has revived an earlier critique of schools as "dark Satanic mills", with 
Ivan Illich as the antiprophet of educational progress. How can one justify the 
prolonged enclosure of the child within the classroom (what Philipp Aries 
calls "claustration") if the school has only a minimal, or even a negative, socializ-
ing influence, and if it is also an unsuitable or ineffective guarantor of equality 
of opportunity? (17) 
During the early 1970s so called "free schools", motivated by an ethos closely 
akin to the counter-culture, and with an ideological line of descent from Rousseau 
and Thoreau, flourished in the East and California. Alternative schooling is generally 
envisaged as a means to an end, the reform of society and the repair of social relation-
ships, and criticism of the public schools remains strongest among those who be-
lieve that with better intentions and better motives schooling can be made to do a 
job which it has failed consciously to do in the past. 
Today it is well to say that individual behavior in a given situation is deter-
mined by factors of two types, cultural determinants and structural determinants.(18) 
And the structural determinants are becoming more and more important in mould-
ing human personality. This is true school system is determined by the socio-economical 
structure, and school children's personality, whether directly or indirectly, is also 
determined by the demand of its structure. However those educators who believe 
open schooling throw light on a certain autonomy ot schooling and ・可openschools, 
open society? " written by Basil Bernstein (New Society 14 September 1967). In con-
clusion, it is deeply hopeful to cite Martin Carnoy's passage. 
Schooling has a certain autonomy within the political, social, and economic 
system. Despite its primary function of selection and socialization, schooling 
does produce individ叫 swho are not only agents of change within the dependent 
syste~, but also some who want to break the dependent situation. (19) 
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